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“If you tell the truth, you don’t have to

remember anything,” Mark Twain fa-

mously wrote.1 Twain obviously never

had his conduct second-guessed after-the-

fact by a government regulator. Nor did

he have the benefit of modern memory

research, which questions the usefulness

of recollection in judicial processes.2

False or faulty memory is an annoyance

we all experience in banal ways, but the

research shows that it can also be common

in much more consequential scenarios—

for example, recalling why you pursued a

particular trading strategy a couple years

ago. Was it because of market fundamen-

tals? Which ones? Which were the most

important?

These questions, and many others, arise

in fraud and manipulation investigations

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Com-

mission (“FERC”), the Commodity Fu-

tures Trading Commission (“CFTC”),

other federal agencies and self-regulatory

organizations (“SROs”) such as commod-

ity exchanges. They often must be an-

swered without the benefit of clear con-

temporaneous evidence that could refresh

the respondent’s recollection, or even

convince the regulator to end the inquiry.

Regulators may not discuss memory

studies in their orders, but their actions

demonstrate great skepticism about the

usefulness of memory in resolving en-

forcement actions. It is possible that in-

stead of questioning memory generally,

regulators simply believe that respondents

are lying about their past intent. The real-

ity, regardless of the reason, is the same:

the FERC, CFTC and SROs regularly dis-

regard post-hoc explanations of lawful

intent in favor of inferences of unlawful

intent based upon circumstantial evidence.

Contemporaneous evidence of good

faith is particularly valuable in defending

enforcement actions in today’s regulatory

environment. But it is often hard to come

by. Traders do not typically document

their thinking with legal precision, if at

all. Consequently, available contempora-

neous intent evidence is often too unclear

to change a zealous regulator’s point of

view. For this reason, recent FERC and

other agency guidance counsels that docu-

menting transactions and strategies is a
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hallmark of an effective compliance program.3

Developing a commercially workable approach

to such analyses and documentation, however,

presents significant challenges.

In this article, we translate the current regula-

tory guidance into a commercially workable

framework for considering how to analyze and

document transactions and strategies. We begin

with the relevant legal standards and guidance.

In light of that guidance, we then set forth and

discuss in detail our proposed framework in the

following five steps:

E First, we identify, in a non-exhaustive list,
the types of transactions and strategies that
might warrant this type of review and/or
documentation.

E Second, we discuss who should be involved
in the review and analysis of the proposed
transaction or trading strategy.

E Third, we provide guidance for how to
conduct the analysis.

E Fourth, we identify key considerations for
whether, and how, to document the trans-
action or strategy.

E Fifth, we discuss whether, and how, to
implement ongoing monitoring of the trans-
action or strategy.

We conclude with general recommendations for

analyzing and documenting transactions and

strategies in light of this framework and relevant

regulatory guidance.

I. Regulatory Guidance
Recommends Documenting
Transactions and Strategies

Many events have begun to alter the historical

resistance among companies proactively to docu-

ment transactions and strategies. Regulators are

more aggressive and seek large penalties for

regulatory violations. Some agencies tout crimi-

nal sanctions and imprisonment as a desired

deterrent. The former Chairman of the CFTC

argued in a December 10, 2014, speech that,

“there is no stronger deterrent against future

misconduct than the possibility of criminal sanc-

tions, including prison.”4 The Department of

Justice (“DOJ”) has articulated a similar

sentiment.5 In our experience, zealous govern-

ment attorneys also are more skeptical of market

participants and their hindsight rationalization

for certain trading behaviors.

In addition, FERC staff now specifically rec-

ommends documenting strategies and

transactions.6 While FERC’s compliance guid-

ance is the most developed, it is generally consis-

tent with the CFTC’s and DOJ’s positions. Be-

cause FERC staff have set forth detailed guidance

in writing, we refer mainly to it, but the recom-

mendations can be applied to compliance pro-

grams generally, including to the compliance

programs of entities whose activities are regu-

lated by other agencies.

A. Documentation of Trading
Strategies Fosters a Culture of
Compliance

In the White Papers on Compliance and En-

forcement, FERC staff recommends document-

ing transactions and strategies. As explained by

the staff, “[d]ocumenting trading strategies helps

compliance understand the traders’ activities and

provides an easy reference for conducting a

review of the organization’s trading activities.”7

Perhaps revealing the level of skepticism FERC

staff has of trader testimony, the FERC Compli-

ance White Paper included a footnote cautioning

that “[c]ompliance personnel should be diligent

in checking the accuracy of such documentation

to ensure that traders cannot hide misbehavior

behind misleading explanations of their trading

strategies.”8 In our experience, traders nearly
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always want to do the right thing and are open

and honest in their descriptions, but staff is at

least correct that it is crucial to get the facts right.

Staff additionally stressed the particular impor-

tance of documenting transactions and strategies

involving related physical and financial

positions.9 Many FERC investigations involve

allegations of manipulating the price of physical

products to benefit financial positions. Staff

explained that “[o]ne way to discourage traders

from using physical energy products to benefit

financial positions is to require documentation of

all trading strategies that involve trading related

physical and financial products.”10 This docu-

mentation, staff recommends, should “explain

the rationale for the strategy (e.g., a hedge) and

describe the circumstances under which the strat-

egy might be used.”11

As we noted above, market participants often

have difficulty convincing an agency staff zeal-

ously pursuing an investigation of the trader’s le-

gitimate intent. For this reason, aside from rec-

ommending that market participants document

strategies and transactions generally, staff also

stressed the importance of documenting strate-

gies and transactions to create a contemporane-

ous record of intent. Staff advised:

Given the Commission’s guidance that purpose

is a critical factor in determining fraudulent

behavior, entities should consider requiring em-

ployees to document and articulate the purpose

behind any conduct that is likely to raise red flags

so that compliance departments can vet the

conduct and ensure that employees have a legiti-

mate reason for it.12

In addition to the guidance specifically calling

for documentation of transactions and strategies,

there are a number of ways that analyzing and

documenting transactions and strategies would

foster a culture of compliance consistent with

regulatory guidance. This is important. Under

FERC’s Penalty Guidelines, “[f]or an organiza-

tion’s compliance program to be deemed effec-

tive . . . an organization must . . . promote an

organizational culture that encourages a commit-

ment to compliance with the law.”13

Analyzing and documenting strategies and

transactions fosters a culture of compliance in a

number of tangible ways consistent with regula-

tory guidance. It helps to integrate compliance

personnel into the company’s business units.14 It

offers compliance and legal personnel the op-

portunity to provide ad hoc, topic-specific

training.15 And it creates a record of a truly

engaged compliance function, showing that the

company is not relying on a paper program.16

In addition, FERC Staff also recommends that

companies “[r]equire approval for new products

and locations.”17 In support of this recommenda-

tion, staff explained that “[r]equiring traders to

obtain approval from compliance, their manag-

ers, or both, before trading new products or at

new locations provides compliance and the busi-

ness unit managers with an opportunity to vet the

traders’ new trading strategies and determine

whether they would provide an opportunity to

engage in misconduct.”18 Staff added that “[a]s

part of this approval process, it may also be help-

ful to require the traders to describe their purpose

for trading the new products to assist in determin-

ing whether approval is appropriate.”19

In addition to these benefits, and the corre-

sponding benefit of preventing potentially prob-

lematic transactions or strategies before they hap-

pen, analyzing and documenting strategies and
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transactions also can make it more difficult for a

regulator to prove fraudulent intent.

B. Analyzing and Documenting
Transactions and Strategies
Provides a Defense Against
Claims That a Trader’s Intent
Was Improper

The most significant areas of regulatory expo-

sure relating to transactions and strategies are the

various species of fraud and manipulation claims

available to FERC and the CFTC. They include

fraud-based manipulation, price manipulation,

attempted manipulation, and misappropriation,

among others. Each requires the government to

prove intent to defraud or manipulate (or, more

precisely, scienter), and proving a violation often

turns primarily on the intent element.20

For some claims, a regulator need only estab-

lish recklessness while others require knowing

intent. For example, within the context of fraud-

based manipulation, FERC defines recklessness

as “an extreme departure from the standards of

ordinary care . . . which presents a danger . . .

that is either known to the [actor] or is so obvious

that the actor must have been aware of it.”21

Similarly, the CFTC defines recklessness as “an

act or omission that ‘departs from the standards

of ordinary care [to an extent] that it is very dif-

ficult to believe the actor was not aware of what

he or she was doing.’ ”22 By contrast, proving

knowing intent in a fraud-based manipulation

claim requires a showing that the market partici-

pant purposefully designed its conduct to deceive

or defraud another person or the market.23

Analyzing and documenting a strategy or

transaction and why it is lawful in the view of a

company’s legal or compliance team makes prov-

ing wrongful intent extremely difficult for a

regulator. Executing a transaction or strategy in

reliance on compliance or legal advice based

upon an analysis that concluded the transaction

or strategy is lawful is not “an extreme departure

from the standards of ordinary care.” Reckless-

ness would therefore be very difficult to prove.

Without recklessness, a regulator must prove

the more-difficult-to-establish specific intent.

“Smoking gun” evidence, such as admissions in

e-mails, instant messages, or voice recordings, is

less likely to exist in a scenario involving docu-

mentation of the transaction or strategy. As a

result, proving specific intent to defraud or ma-

nipulate also would be quite difficult. All other

things being equal, the harder a case is to prove,

the more likely an investigation is to close, or the

easier it is to settle.

C. Documenting a Proposed
Transaction or Trading Strategy
in Advance Provides Evidence
of Good Faith Conduct

Analyzing and documenting a transaction or

strategy in advance provides strong evidence of

good faith, which can negate an inference of

fraudulent intent.24 Separate from an advice of

counsel defense, good faith reliance on non-legal

experts, appropriate procedures and best prac-

tices also should negate the requisite intent for a

claim of manipulation.25

Courts generally have recognized the follow-

ing elements of an advice of counsel defense: (i)

complete disclosure to counsel of the intended

action; (ii) request for counsel’s advice on the

legality of the intended action; (iii) receipt of

counsel’s advice that the conduct would be legal;

(iv) reliance in good faith on counsel’s advice;

and (v) the counsel consulted must be disinter-

ested and independent.26
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There are circumstances in which it is desir-

able to draft the documentation in order to set up

the advice of counsel defense, but we have found

that it is often more commercially practical to

think in terms of documenting good faith. This

approach is easier to implement, consistent with

the requirements of the advice of counsel defense,

and evidences good intent. Having laid out the

reasons to document, we next propose an analyt-

ical framework for determining which strategies

and transactions to analyze and consider

documenting.

II. Framework for Reviewing and
Analyzing Proposed Transactions
or Trading Strategies

To conduct a thorough, commercially viable,

and useful review, companies should develop a

flexible process that varies depending upon the

facts and circumstances underlying a proposed

transaction or strategy. The process should

include:

E Identifying the types of transactions and

trading strategies, a few examples of which

are discussed further below, that will be

subjected to this type of review;

E Determining who the right personnel are to

conduct the review;

E Conducting the review by identifying all

material facts and applicable legal prece-

dent;

E Determining whether, and if so, how, to

document the transaction or trading strat-

egy, the review, and if applicable, the ap-

proval; and

E Determine whether, and if so, how to moni-

tor the execution of the approved trading

strategy or transaction.

Below we provide further guidance and recom-

mended best practices for each of these steps.

Absent unusual circumstances, this framework

should be applied on a going-forward basis.

However, it is plausible to engage in a similar

review for a transaction or trading strategy that

already has been executed or is continuing. The

same guiding principles also should apply then.

A. Identify Transactions and
Strategies That Call for
Heightened Internal Scrutiny

The types of transactions and strategies that

trigger heightened regulatory scrutiny are the

ones that should trigger heightened internal

scrutiny. In the following sections, we categorize

and discuss transactions and strategies with sig-

nificant regulatory risk that companies also

should identify internally for additional review

and analysis.

1. Transactions and Strategies Involving
Related Positions

Transactions involving related positions pose

significant regulatory risk. Between FERC and

the CFTC, the industry has seen numerous cases

and settlements involving cross-product market

manipulation claims.27 The most common related

position scenario involves a physical position

that is part of price formation of an index against

which a financial position settles. For example,

in Total Gas and Power North America, Inc.’s

(“TGPNA”) settlement with the CFTC, the

CFTC alleged that TGPNA attempted to manipu-

late monthly index settlement prices of natural

gas through its physical fixed-price trading dur-

ing bid-week.28 In addition to the CFTC matter,
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FERC issued an Order to Show Cause against

TGPNA, jointly and severally with its affiliates

Total S.A. and Total Gas & Power, Ltd., and two

traders based upon essentially the same conduct

seeking more than $225 million in civil penalties

and disgorgement.29

Financially settled positions can affect other

financial positions as well. FERC settled this sort

of claim with Louis Dreyfus Energy Services L.P.

in 2014.30 In organized wholesale electricity

markets, “virtual” transactions can be used to af-

fect the value of financial transmission right

(“FTR”) positions.31 Virtual energy products are

traded as hedges or speculatively in wholesale

electricity markets to arbitrage the price differ-

ence between day-ahead and real-time prices.

FTRs arbitrage the day-ahead price difference be-

tween two locations. Because virtual trades can

affect day-ahead prices and FTRs settle based

upon day-ahead prices, virtual trades can affect

the value of FTRs.

While it is not expressly prohibited to engage

in transactions that involve related, or potentially

related positions, doing so with fraudulent or

manipulative intent is prohibited and will subject

companies and individuals to significant regula-

tory risk. Therefore, companies should consider

instituting policies that would require compliance

and/or legal review and approval of transactions

and trading strategies that involve related

positions. Such a review could be tailored to the

specific proposed transaction or trading strategy

(e.g., whether it is a one-time trade or an ongoing

trading strategy).

2. Transactions and Strategies that
Will be Implemented Repeatedly
or Over Extended Periods

Transactions and strategies that occur over

long periods of time are more likely to come to

the attention of regulators simply because of the

sheer volume of transactions. FERC and the

CFTC have penalty authority to sanction what

they conclude is manipulative or attempted ma-

nipulative conduct at more than $1 million dol-

lars per violation as defined in their respective

statutes.32 Consequently, strategies or transac-

tions that occur repeatedly over extended periods,

if deemed manipulative, can quickly result in

exposure to significant civil penalties. Moreover,

from a cost-benefit standpoint, a compliance

and/or legal review for repeated transactions and

strategies will potentially minimize regulatory

risks for a larger number of transactions and

likely will be well worth the effort.

3. Trading Strategies Based Upon
Information that May or May Not
Be Proprietary to Your Company

Traditionally, with limited exceptions, insider

trading was a permissible practice in commodi-

ties and derivatives markets. Prior to the passage

of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Con-

sumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank Act”), the

Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”) prohibited

only limited types of insider trading activities.33

The Dodd-Frank Act amended the CEA by in-

cluding a fraud-based anti-manipulation provi-

sion that is modeled on the SEC Rule 10b-5. Pur-

suant to this revised statutory authority, the

CFTC promulgated Rule 180.1 and noted that a

misappropriation claim could be brought when

someone trades on material non-public informa-

tion that was lawfully obtained, but used in a way

that breaches a pre-existing duty.34 The CFTC

further clarified that the pre-existing duty could

be established by another law or rule, understand-

ing or some other source.35
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Without much further guidance, the CFTC’s

misappropriation-based theory of manipulation

raises significant compliance questions for

companies. For example, what types of activities

might be implicated (e.g., front-running in OTC

derivatives or physical commodities, pre-hedging

anticipated transactions, trading to trigger resting

orders, and voice brokers that provide market in-

formation to a customer). Or, what types of

relationships trigger a “pre-existing duty” that

might be breached (e.g., swap dealers and cus-

tomers, voice brokers and customers, aggregator

or originator and customer, pipeline operator and

customer, storage operator and customer, cooper-

ative and its members, and asset managers). The

significant implications of engaging in “insider

trading” under the CEA coupled with the lack of

clarity on the types of activities that might con-

stitute insider trading counsel careful legal and

compliance review and analysis of these

activities.

4. Structured Transactions and
Trading Strategies Involving one or
More RTOs and ISOs

The FERC and, to a lesser extent, the CFTC

surveil electricity-based transactions on futures

exchanges and in regional transmission organiza-

tions (“RTOs”) and independent system opera-

tors (“ISOs”). Strategies involving physical and

financial transactions between RTOs and ISOs

can trigger enhanced regulatory scrutiny for a va-

riety of reasons.36 In addition, these strategies

generally involve multiple physical and financial

components, triggering regulatory scrutiny as

cross-product transactions.

5. Transactions or Strategies that
Could be Viewed by a Regulator
as Inconsistent with Market Design

Any strategy or transaction that involves what

FERC calls “out of market” payments from an

RTO or ISO creates regulatory risk. Therefore,

companies should consider reviewing and ana-

lyzing any transaction or strategy that is driven

by out of market payments or that seeks to opti-

mize out of market payments. GDF Suez Energy

Marketing NA, Inc. (“GSEMNA”) recently

agreed to pay $82 million to settle allegations by

FERC that GSEMNA improperly targeted and

increased its receipt of Lost Opportunity Cost

payments in the PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.

market.37 Although the alleged scheme in that

case involved payments to a generator, but out of

market payments are not limited to generators.

Speculative traders also must exercise caution

with respect to such payments. The most notable

example is the series of “up-to-congestion” cases,

many of which are now being litigated in federal

court.38 Each case involves variations of strate-

gies allegedly designed to capture out of market

Marginal Surplus Allocation Payments in contra-

vention of the alleged “purpose” of those

payments.39

6. Trading Practices that Might be
Deemed Disruptive

The Dodd-Frank Act also amended the CEA to

prohibit three specific types of “disruptive trad-

ing practices”: (1) violating bids or offers; (2)

intentional or reckless trading during the close;

and (3) spoofing. Two of the primary commodity

exchanges, the CME Group Inc. and the Intercon-

tinental Exchange, have revised their rules to

expressly prohibit these types of trading

practices.40 Under the CEA, any of these prac-

tices could be the basis for a manipulation claim.
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Cases involving violations of bids and offers

(i.e., bidding at a price higher than the prevailing

offer or offering at a price lower than the prevail-

ing bid) are not, for obvious reasons, the types of

trades that companies should review, analyze and

document in advance. For one, these violations

require no proof of intent so documentation of

intent likely would be irrelevant here. Second,

companies could institute risk control measures

that would detect and prevent these types of

trades.

On the other hand, recent CFTC actions have

highlighted an enforcement focus on “spoofing”

cases, which involve bidding or offering with the

intent to cancel the bid or offer before final

execution.41 Companies should analyze any

transaction or trading strategy that might involve

bids and offers, based on which the traders do

not intend to transact. In addition, companies

could benefit greatly from reviewing trading pat-

terns or behaviors during the closing period that

might be deemed disruptive. These include exe-

cuting a large volume during the time when the

settlement price, index price, or price assessment

is calculated or taking a position in the physical

commodity that constitutes a large percentage of

available supply at a particular location. These

types of activities often are scrutinized as part of

routine market surveillance.

7. Other Regulatory Analyses

While companies should invest the time and

resources to determine which types of transac-

tions and strategies might require additional

review and analysis in the context of market

manipulation and fraud theories of liability, other

regulatory concerns also warrant compliance or

legal review and analysis of certain transactions.

For example, how a transaction is characterized

could implicate significant regulatory require-

ments and companies might need to establish a

legal and compliance framework for the process

by which that characterization occurs.

With the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act, the

derivatives industry has invested renewed and

substantial resources in determining whether

certain transactions are spots, forwards, swaps,

or trade options. Moreover, the same transaction

might involve different accounting, risk manage-

ment, and regulatory treatment. Companies

should identify a consistent process for review-

ing and analyzing the characterization of these

transactions. For example, companies could

institute a process that requires legal or compli-

ance sign-off on the characterization of all new

over-the-counter physical and derivatives

transactions. This is especially important for

physical transactions that include any type of

embedded optionality. Futures trades that are,

pursuant to exchange rules, exempt from the

competitive execution requirement (e.g., ex-

change of futures for related position transactions

or block trades) entail additional regulatory

requirements. Companies could benefit signifi-

cantly from processes that require occasional

review of these types of transactions to ensure

that these trades are following internal compli-

ance requirements.

B. Determine Who Should be
Involved in the Regulatory
Analysis

In conducting a compliance or legal review,

companies must determine which personnel

should be involved in the review or analysis.

Specifically, companies should consider the fol-

lowing categories of individuals:

E Business: The review should include the
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trader, his/her manager, and/or someone in

operations;

E Legal: Should the review happen at the

direction of legal, which will raise privilege

questions? If legal is involved, should the

review include internal counsel or external

counsel? There are pros and cons to each

approach that require consideration. For

example, conducting the review in-house

might save legal fees while a review by

external counsel might seem more

independent.

E Others: Should the review be conducted by

someone in compliance acting at the direc-

tion of legal? Note that evidence of good

faith can be based on guidance from com-

pliance alone. Should the review involve

relevant personnel such as accounting,

credit or risk officers?

C. Analyze the Strategy or
Transaction

1. Review All Material Facts and Gather
More Information as Needed

In reviewing and analyzing proposed transac-

tions or trading strategies, it is crucial that the

analysis entail reviewing all material facts. This

is especially true if the company wants to be able

to rely on an advice of counsel defense.42 In addi-

tion to understanding the basic terms of the trans-

action and the relevant conditions for the trading

strategy, companies should consider the source

of the information. For example, if the trader

represents that the transaction is based on certain

market fundamentals, it could be useful for the

reviewer to independently verify those market

fundamentals. If the review turns on analyzing

intent, it could be beneficial to discuss intent with

not only the trader but other individuals involved

in the transaction or trading strategy to ensure

that everyone is on the same page about the goal

of the transaction or strategy. While it is impos-

sible to know every single fact or market condi-

tion, the review should be based on knowing and

understanding all of the material facts and mar-

ket conditions.

2. Review Relevant Legal
Precedent

The facts should be reviewed in light of rele-

vant legal precedent, including the relevant stat-

ute and regulations, prior administrative and

judicial decisions, interpretative guidance, and

agency “speaking” orders accepting settlements.

To the extent that there are additional public

documents, such as responses to show cause

orders, companies should review these additional

public documents as well. Often, the settlement

orders exclude nuanced facts and circumstances

that might appear in the show cause order or the

response to the show cause order and that might

be relevant to the analysis.

3. Approval and Limitations

In reviewing a transaction or a trading strat-

egy, compliance or legal could determine that the

proposed transaction is lawful subject to certain

compliance limitations. Alternatively, one could

determine that the proposed transaction is lawful,

but nevertheless impose certain limitations to

take a more conservative approach. Such limita-

tions could include limits on trading locations,

prices, volumes, information sharing, and others.

To ensure the practicality of these limitations, the

business team should often assist legal or compli-

ance in designing any protocols or limitations ap-

plicable to the proposed trading or transaction.
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Finally, if any such protocols or limitations are

imposed, it is imperative that they are followed.

D. Determine Whether and How
to Document

Once you have analyzed a proposed transac-

tion or strategy, there are three possible outcomes.

You either approve it, approve it with limitations

or disapprove it. Each course of action can call

for documentation in certain circumstances. An

approval with limitations should be documented

because it may involve a transaction or strategy

that approaches a regulatory line that you do not

want to cross—hence, the limitations. In this sec-

tion of the framework, we discuss the benefits of

documenting (briefly, because we covered much

of this information in section I.C. above), some

challenges associated with documenting, and the

forms your documentation can take. Ultimately,

whether and how to document is a judgment call

that must consider and balance commercial prac-

ticality with the benefits and challenges of

documenting.

1. Benefits of Documenting

In addition to the reasons discussed above—

that it is consistent with regulatory guidance,

fosters a culture of compliance, can help estab-

lish legitimate intent and evidences good faith—

documenting a transaction or strategy has other

benefits as well. It can serve to satisfy manage-

ment that the proposed transaction or trading

strategy is lawful. It may protect the company

against franchise (reputation) risk. It also pro-

vides an organized way to satisfy regulatory

guidance that recommends companies should

require review and approval of new trading

strategies and transactions.

2. Challenges Associated With

Documenting

While there can be many benefits to document-

ing transactions and strategies, there are undeni-

able challenges as well. For example, document-

ing a proposed transaction or strategy may not be

possible in the time provided. Some potential

transactions or strategies involve time-sensitive

transactions and/or rapidly changing market

conditions. Below, we categorize and discuss

some of the other challenges to consider.

Facts and circumstances. Often compliance

and legal personnel are required to exercise good

judgment where the law is not clear and applica-

tion of the governing rules turns on the facts and

circumstances. Documenting such scenarios can

be difficult and time consuming, but it can also

be especially valuable when the particular facts

and circumstances of a scenario are of special

importance to the legal analysis.

Waiver. Documenting a transaction or strategy

can also create attorney-client privilege and

work-product waiver issues. The advice of coun-

sel defense, for example, generally requires

waiver of such protections. However, the advice

of counsel defense can be difficult to deploy suc-

cessfully because regulators and courts may

require an exacting showing of good faith.

Risk Mitigation. Documenting is not a silver

bullet. While having sound documentation of

intent would make a prosecutor’s job more dif-

ficult, it does not guarantee that a regulator with

the benefit of twenty-twenty hindsight will not

continue to pursue an investigation.

Consistency. Documenting may create dif-

ficulty if you do not have a sound methodology
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that you comply with for documenting some

strategies and transactions but not others.

Monitoring. As we discuss in greater detail

below in section II.E, choosing to document can

also create the need for ongoing execution proto-

cols and compliance monitoring, which, in some

circumstances, may be difficult to implement

Whether or not to document must ultimately

be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The decision

is a judgment call and relies on a realistic consid-

eration of the regulatory risks in light of all ap-

plicable law balanced against what works for the

business.

3. Determine the Form of Documenta-
tion

Related to the question of whether to document

is how to document. Documentation can take

many forms, but the sort of documentation that

this article contemplates is created affirmatively

and intentionally. Relying on pre-existing com-

mercial documents created by your company in

the ordinary course of the business is likely not

sufficient to meet the purposes of documentation

discussed herein because they typically do not

address regulatory compliance.

How to document also must be assessed on a

case-by-case basis. However, the consideration

can also be thought of as a sliding scale. In gen-

eral, the greater the regulatory risk, the more

formal and thorough the documentation ought to

be. The less regulatory concern there is, the less

formal documentation can be. At a certain point,

there is little enough regulatory concern that you

fall off the scale and do not document.

The assessment of regulatory risk that informs

whether and how to document should be consid-

ered from multiple perspectives. You should

consider not only the transaction or strategy as

presented, but also how a regulator might view it

with the benefit of twenty-twenty hindsight.

Considering the likelihood of being investigated,

however, is not enough. You should also consider

the scope that such an investigation might take

and the financial exposure that the company and

trader could face. Franchise risk stemming from

regulatory risk also can be extremely important

to some companies and should not be ignored.

The form of the document is generally less

important than its substance. On the less formal

end of the spectrum, an e-mail could suffice in

certain circumstances. Where there is greater

regulatory risk, a memorandum to file may be

advisable. When there is significant regulatory

risk, a memorandum prepared by internal or

outside counsel may be advisable. In general,

however, if you are going to the trouble of docu-

menting your analysis of a strategy or transac-

tion, it is often worth formalizing the document

as a memorandum. That way, if it has to be

produced, it will provide a complete picture of

the facts, analysis and conclusion.

E. Determine Whether You Need
to Implement Ongoing
Monitoring

If you have imposed any compliance-related

rules, limits, restrictions or protocols, then it is

important to monitor compliance with them.

FERC staff has stated that companies should not

set “compliance-related rules, limits, and restric-

tions and then [fail] to monitor for violations or

discipline those who violate rules in a meaning-

ful way.”43 Therefore, if a company analyzes and

approves a proposed transaction, it should also

monitor the execution of the transaction. Moni-
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toring could include, for example, reviewing the

profits and losses of a transaction or strategy to

make sure that it is accomplishing what it sought

to accomplish and, if not, obtaining an explana-

tion for any discrepancy. If the profits and losses

are not reflective of what was originally pro-

posed, compliance or legal could either require

termination of the transaction or further justifica-

tion for it. Monitoring also could include review-

ing communications related to the proposed

transaction to ensure that the facts provided to

legal or compliance (e.g., intent) are the same as

those being discussed among the traders.

Moreover, if compliance or legal has instituted

certain limitations in approving the transaction, it

should also monitor compliance with those

limitations. If the executed transaction fails to

comply with specified protocols or limitations,

compliance or legal should analyze next steps,

including for example, whether termination is ap-

propriate and feasible.

III. Conclusion and
Recommendations

Although how much and how often to docu-

ment proposed strategies and transactions de-

pends largely on the nature of your business, the

foregoing framework is intended to provide some

guidance for making that determination. Compa-

nies should have policies and procedures that are

proportional in scope and detail to the size of

their businesses that provide for contemporane-

ous analysis and, possibly, documentation of

proposed trading strategies and transactions that

likely could be subject to regulatory scrutiny.

Finding a commercially reasonable balance be-

tween compliance and legal undertakings and

regulatory exposure is generally consistent with

regulatory guidance.
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